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RATIONALE
We believe that grammar emerges from consideration of (large
amounts of) real text. Most grammars do not allow checking the
actual data on which they were created – even if they purport to
be corpus based. Gramateca
gives access to the data
allows querying the data
allows for alternative questions
allows linguists to share their interpretation of the material
allows the revision and creation of alternative datasets
FOUNDATIONS
Underlying Gramateca, there is a set of services on the Web called
the AC/DC services
serving 27 different corpora, 1.5 thousand million words
marked up and/or annotated with several kinds of
information
AC/DC has been serving the community of the computational
processing of Portuguese – and the Portuguese linguistics comu-
nity – for 15 years, thanks to Open CWB and PALAVRAS.
RESEARCH THEMES
Depending on the team members
Conditional constructions
Construction cases
se CIRC 47 ENUN 9 CONT 4 OUTRO 22 unknown 2
a OUTR 7 CIRC 2 ENUN 1
caso CIRC 4 OUTR 2
Oral vs. written Portuguese
Body language
Total before Total after BR PT
corpo 4547 1289 764 525
corpo:outros 799 486 318
corpo:sentimento 78 59 19
corpo:animal 42 23 4
corpo:posição 34 24 10
corpo:partedeobjeto 19 9 10
corpo:faculdade 18 12 6
corpo:vegetal 16 14 2
corpo:opinião 13 11 2
corpo:lugar 12 10 2

























Other alleys have been started under Gramateca
Comparison of parser schemes for Portuguese
Parser evaluation
Common author/text register
